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“[The delivery drone] is just practical. This already has become separated from social interaction,
I just get annoyed when I’m not home to accept a parcel and they come back the next day.” - P18
“Human contact is more important. You won’t solve loneliness in healthcare like this.” - P7 “You
miss the warmth that you give each other [when using a sex robot].” - P12 “The human aspect. A
robot shouldn’t be allowed to start talking to elderly.” - P10 “That was not my intention, I saw
it as an enhancement rather than a replacement.” - P4 “It’s hard to stop these developments...” - P6 “Then I wouldn’t want the AI conversation after all. I have my own friends for that.
With the social aspect of jobs, I would also not want the drone delivery anymore.” - P9 “Social
interaction. A replacement of human contact is always difficult and therefore less important. AI
can be an addition in the case of social interaction, not a replacement.” - P18 “The choice to use
the new technology should stay.” - P17 “It should not replace but support. I hope that this choice
will never be so radical as shown here.” - P3

General knowledge about AI technologies influences the awareness of
the social consequences AI entails. Technologies that were generally
found acceptable, were often motivated by arguments of practicality
and efficiency. People’s boundaries related to AI were often linked to
feelings of personal contact and human values.
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